
 
 

Named for Giorgio Rivetti’s father Giuseppe whose nickname was “Pin”.  
Giuseppe founded La Spinetta in 1977 with Giorgio’s mother Lidia.  The wine is 
a blend 65% Nebbiolo from the Starderi vineyard in Nieve and 35% Barbera 
d’Asti “Bionzo”.  The Barbera is harvested in the middle to end of September, 
the Nebbiolo in the beginning to middle of October; each variety is fermented 
separately for 7-8 days in temperature-controlled roto-fermenters, while 
malolactic fermentation takes place in oak.  
Aged entirely in new, medium toasted French oak for 16-18 months, after 
which the two wines are blended together and transferred to stainless steel 
vats for 2 months before bottling.  
Bottled un-fined and un-filtered. 
The wine is cellared, in bottle, for another 3 months before release. 
The wine is named in honor of Giuseppe Rivetti, father of Giorgio Rivetti. 

 
La Spinetta 2014 Monferrato Rosso “Pin” 
65% Nebbiolo from the Starderi vineyard in Nieve and 35% Barbera d’Asti 
Bionzo  (vinified separately) 
aged 16-18 months in medium-toast French oak.  (blended after aging) 
 

91 Points, The Wine Advocate: “The 2014 Monferrato Rosso Pin is a blend of 65% 
Nebbiolo and 35% Barbera. The Barbera is from the Asti subzone, and you really 
taste those bright sweet cherry flavors that are characteristic of that area. In fact, the 
Barbera plays a larger role in the taste profile of the wine with elements that are very 
focused and bright. With time, however, the quiet but firm nature of Nebbiolo begins 
to emerge especially on the long finish.” 
 
Review History 
2012 - 91 Points, James Suckling:  “A full-bodied red with firm, chewy tannins 
and lots of dark-chocolate, ripe-fruit and spice undertones. Lots of fruit and 
flavor. Blend of Barbera and Nebbiolo. Delicious now.” 
2011 - 92 Points, Vinous:  “(aged in one-third new barriques, down from nearly 
100% prior to 2009): Currant, mocha and dark chocolate on the moderately oaky 
nose. Densely packed and sweet, with terrific acid spine giving energy and balance 
to the mid-palate. Dark berry, mineral and dark chocolate flavors offer impressive 
concentration. Finishes lively and long, with a light touch. A very successful blend of 
nebbiolo fruit and barbera acidity.” 
2008 – 92 Points, Vinous:  “The 2008 Monferrato Rosso Pin is fabulous. Sweet 
black cherries, plums, flowers, tobacco and incense are some of the notes that flow 
from this extroverted, exotic red. Layers of fruit build effortlessly to the long finish, 
underpinned by clean, mineral notes that give the wine its energy and focus. This is 
a great showing from Giorgio Rivetti's first important red wine.  
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